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Abstract

In this paper we present a new combination of existing language tools for Polish with a popular
data mining platform intended to help researchers from digital humanities perform computational
analyses without any programming. The toolset includes RapidMiner Studio, a software solution
offering graphical setup of integrated analytical processes and Multiservice, a Web service offer-
ing access to several state-of-the-art linguistic tools for Polish. The setting is verified in a simple
task of counting frequencies of unknown words in a small corpus.

1 Introduction

Applying language technologies to data used by the humanities is not always easy for researchers with no
technical background. Even though some are probably used to querying language corpora, using regular
expressions or analysing tabular data, obstacles related to complex local installation and configuration of
language tools are sometimes insurmountable. This is where Web services and Web applications come
in handy but still, they offer fragmented solutions, often making result sets difficult to export or further
analyse which in turn keeps most parts of the process manual.

In this paper we demonstrate how a robust linguistic Web service framework for Polish could be linked
to a mature data science platform to offer both easy-to-start graphical user interface to test research
hypotheses and a powerful analytical environment for data mining. Section 2 describes the tools being
combined, Section 3 presents the motivation behind this step, Section 4 lists the configuration details and
Section 5 offers a sample scenario illustrating the capabilities of the platform and showing how easily
the setting can be used in daily tasks of a corpus linguist.

2 The toolset

2.1 RapidMiner

RapidMiner, formerly known as YALE (Yet Another Learning Environment), is a data mining platform
developed at the Technical University of Dortmund (Mierswa et al., 2006) and successfully transformed
into commercial application, currently one of the leaders in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for Advanced
Analytics (Kart et al., 2016). Basic Edition of the platform (limited to 10,000 rows and 1 logical proces-
sor) is freely available as AGPL; cost-free licences can also be granted for educational purposes.

The main feature of the platform is its user-friendly interface (see Figure 1) which facilitates setting
up complex processes by dragging-and-dropping configurable building blocks — operators, selected
from the 1500 currently available. Operators offer procedures for data loading, text transformation,
processing and visualisation, statistical analysis and many other sophisticated tasks. Data in RapidMiner
are modelled as examples carrying certain attributes which corresponds to tabular representation with
examples as rows and attributes as columns. Each processor requires certain data inputs and produces
a number of outputs which makes chaining easy. New operators, free to use or available for a fee, can be
integrated as extensions and are installed via RapidMiner Marketplace.

This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence.
Licence details: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Figure 1: Graphical user interface of RapidMiner Studio

The usage of the environment is two-phased: in the first (design) phase the process is constructed
graphically, with operators being ordered, configured with individual parameters and linked with input–
output pipes. In the second phase the process is run and results displayed or saved to a file. Configuration
of processes is saved in an XML file so it can be exported and moved between RapidMiner configurations.
The workspace is intuitive and resembles programmer’s desktop without the coding pane but keeping its
capabilities such as setting breakpoints, browsing partial results etc.

2.2 Multiservice

Multiservice (Ogrodniczuk and Lenart, 2012) is a platform created in CLARIN to make offline language
processing tools for Polish available as Web services and offer their chaining thanks to a common lin-
guistic representation format and asynchronous execution architecture. As of 2016, the toolset comprises
several disambiguating taggers (with paragraph-, sentence- and token-level segmentation and morpho-
logical analysis): Pantera (Acedański, 2010), WMBT (Radziszewski and Śniatowski, 2011), Concraft
(Waszczuk, 2012), WCRFT (Radziszewski, 2013), ensemble tagger PoliTa (Kobyliński, 2014), senti-
ment analyser Sentipejd (Buczyński and Wawer, 2008), dependency parser (Wróblewska, 2014), shal-
low parser Spejd (Przepiórkowski and Buczyński, 2007), named entity recognizer Nerf (Waszczuk et al.,
2013), two coreference resolvers Ruler (Ogrodniczuk and Kopeć, 2011) and Bartek (Ogrodniczuk et al.,
2015, chapter 12), OpenTextSummarizer (Rotem, 2003) adjusted for Polish and two other summarization
tools: Lakon (Dudczak, 2007), Świetlicka’s summarizer (Świetlicka, 2010) and Nicolas (Kopeć, 2016).

Interaction with Multiservice is currently available via a dedicated API available in Java and Python or
a Web demo of the service (http://multiservice.nlp.ipipan.waw.pl/). Both these meth-
ods have their drawbacks: programmatical access is in most cases too difficult to use by representatives
of the humanities and the Web application offers only a brat-based (Stenetorp et al., 2012) interface
showing layers of annotations in separate tabs plus a JSON output of results which requires separate
retrieval and script-based processing.

All integrated tools use a common XML TEI P5-based representation and interchange format, a pack-
aged adaptation of the de facto Polish standard for linguistic stand-off description used in the National
Corpus of Polish (Przepiórkowski et al., 2012). The format allows for representing layers of annotation,
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various levels of ambiguity and disambiguation choices; below we present a fragment of morphosyntactic
description of the word ,,dni” (En. days):

<seg xml:id="p4.s12.seg5" corresp="segmentation.xml#p4.seg221">
<fs type="morph">
<f name="orth">

<string>dni</string>
</f>
<f name="disamb">

<fs type="tool_report">
<f fVal="#p4.s12.seg5.lex1.msd1" name="choice"></f>
<f name="interpretation">
<string>dzień:subst:pl:acc:m3</string>

</f>
</fs>

</f>
</fs>

</seg>

3 Motivation and initial experiments

Existing architectures such as the CLARIN Language Resource Switchboard (Zinn, 2016), WebLicht ser-
vices (Hinrichs et al., 2010) or the Multiservice alone are not capable of carrying out complex processing
combining linguistic analyses with text mining or advanced statistical calculations. Our solution to the
problem would therefore be a combination of a general-purpose analytic tool and dedicated linguistic ser-
vices. But before we begin it is worth veryfing whether RapidMiner out-of-the-box functionality would
not be sufficient to complete this task. Since text analysis is one of the primary tasks for RapidMiner
users, it may seem improbable that no existing configuration can be found to make it perform reliable
linguistic analysis for Polish — definitely not an under-resourced language. Still, it occurs that Polish is
much under-represented as far as integration of existing linguistic tools is concerned. The RapidMiner
Studio offers various out-of-the-box linguistic analytic mechanisms but they are all incapable of process-
ing Polish at a satisfactory level. Two type of tools are offered and were tested in this respect: integrated
tools offered by the platform in the text processing extension and a proprietary text mining extension
Rosette Text Toolkit.

The native processing provides standard filters for e.g. language-independent tokenization and stem-
ming or stopword filtering for several languages available, but unfortunately not for Polish. For this
reason it cannot be effectively used for any serious processing.

In turn, Rosette Text Toolkit is a multi-language solution offering processors for various linguistic
tasks, including sentiment analysis, entity linking and many more. Even though Polish is one of the
options in three basic components (Extract Sentences, Tokenization and Morphology), the toolkit seems
to be unaware of specificities of Polish which makes it unacceptable in any application. To illustrate it in
context of the task proposed later, Figure 2 presents results of the lemmatization and POS tagging of the
first two lines of a linguistic poem ,,Słopiewnie” (Tuwim, 1971) famous for its neologisms. The results
are highly unacceptable. Line 2 shows wrong lemma of a common noun present in contemporary dictio-
naries (should be lemmatized to białodrzew) while lines 4, 9 and 10 present various kind of problems for
neologisms: the first and the last should be left as ignored words or analysed as verbs while the lemma
assigned for the noun from line 9 is more than bizarre. In this case bad results are worse than none; it
is not possible to distinguish new terms from wrong analyses of the dictionary terms neither turn off the
lemma guessing mode.

These findings seem to prove that generic tools may not adapt to other languages easily since language
specificities add to complexity of the task. At the same time linguistic analysis is successfully tackled
with state-of-the-art linguistic tools available for individual languages — see Figure 3 for the same
example analysed with Pantera tagger available both as offline application and as Web service.
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Figure 2: Results of POS tagging by Rosette Text Toolkit

Figure 3: Results of POS tagging by the Multiservice

4 Interaction with the Multiservice

Interaction with Web services in RapidMiner can be achieved with ENRICH DATA BY WEBSERVICE

operator1 from the Web mining extension toolset. Request method (POST for Multiservice), request
URL and the XML content of request body are set in processor parameters.

4.1 Web service request execution
The requests are being sent to http://ws.multiservice.nlp.ipipan.waw.pl:80/
WebService-1.0-SNAPSHOT/ClarinWS. The listing below presents the structure of the initial
analyzeChain request which commissions the work — in our case, processing the attribute text re-
trieved from an example with Pantera (lemmatizer and disambiguating tagger) and setting the output
format of the result to be TEI P5:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<s:Envelope xmlns:s="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"

xmlns:n="http://ws.multiservice.zil.ipipan.waw.pl/">
<s:Body>
<n:analyzeChain>

<text><%text%></text>
<parts>

<part>
<serviceName>Pantera</serviceName>

</part>
</parts>
<inputFormat>TEXT</inputFormat>
<outputFormat>TEI</outputFormat>

</n:analyzeChain>
</s:Body>

</s:Envelope>

1Operators can be renamed to better illustrate their specific function but we use original names to facilitate re-creation of
the process by the reader.
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Due to asynchronous mode of execution of the Multiservice, the first interaction is intended only to
begin the work and results in sending back the identifier of the task, which is a textual token. The TEI
response must be retrieved separately when processing stops. Verification of processing status is possible
with separate calls quoting the token:
<s:Body>

<n:getStatus>
<token><%token%></token>

</n:getStatus>
</s:Body>

Querying for status returns IN PROGRESS when processing is still running and DONE when it ended
successfully2. Results can be retrieved in a similar manner:
<s:Body>
<n:getResult>
<token><%token%></token>

</n:getResult>
</s:Body>

4.2 Modelling the status checking loop
LOOP UNTIL operator is used to periodically query for appropriate status of the linguistic processing.
Figure 4 shows the details of the process: since processing components have access to examples and
attributes only, the best method of interacting with the process is by passing values in the result set as
input and output to subsequent operators. Only one attribute with a given name can exist, so the process
removes status from the set (which contains a single row of data), adds the value of the current status as
a new status attribute and filters examples leaving only those with IN PROGRESS status which results
in an empty dataset when processing has finished vs. a single row when it is still in progress. Then
PERFORMANCE operator is used to count the rows in the result set and pass the value to the parent
processor to stop execution when the result set contains any rows. A delay of 100 ms is introduced to
limit the number of requests (although it could be removed to increase performance).

Figure 4: Using the LOOP UNTIL operator to wait for completion of the linguistic analysis

5 Sample analysis: frequency of unknown words in a text set

The process can be easily modelled within a LOOP FILES operator which, for each file retrieved from
a folder, reads the document, converts it to internal representation of text and creates example set from
text; then retrieves the results of the Web service execution and extracts parts of data relevant for further
processing. After execution of the process the result sets from all partial results can be aggregated,
selected attributes grouped and their frequencies counted.

The demonstration of such setting was used to prepare a list of unknown words in a set of texts
corresponding to chapters from Solaris (Lem, 1970), a novel by Stanisław Lem, Polish science-fiction
writer famous for his lexical creativity. This mini-corpus was composed of UTF-8-encoded plain text
files with a total of 57K words.

The configuration of operators (with LOOP UNTIL detailed in Figure 4 and embedded process LOOP

FILES integrated as sub-box to maintain single-picture view) is presented in Figure 5. Files in a folder

2There are also other statuses for different situations, please see the Multiservice description at http://zil.ipipan.
waw.pl/Multiservice.
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are browsed and the Web service is called for the text content of each file. Pantera tagger processes
the input and generates three layers of annotation: sentence segmentation, tokenization and disam-
biguated morphosyntax. Result sets are created from the XML TEI content with READ XML operator
which extracts morphosyntactic interpretations selected by the tagger by evaluating an XPath expression
//f[@name=’interpretation’]/string (cf. TEI excerpt in Section 2.2). The result string is
then used as a source for two regular expressions which generate new attributes corresponding to lemma
and POS tag of each token. Finally for each file, the example set is filtered to keep only rows with tag
value equal to ign which corresponds to an unknown word3. Outside the loop the results are appended
to form a single example set and then aggregated by counting frequencies of distinct lemmata. At the
end, the result is exported to an Excel file.

The setting can look complex at first glance yet it can be easily reused: for researchers familiar with the
NKJP format it would be sufficient to update path expressions to extract different parts of the linguistic
analysis provided by the Web service. More advanced users can experiment with the platform, investigate
capabilities of other available operators and create different data flows.

The result of processing of Solaris showed 278 unrecognized words (Figure 6 presenting the top of the
list) which could be easily further categorized by the researcher.

Figure 6: Unrecognized orthographic forms with frequencies greater than one in Lem’s Solaris —
the result of the experimental setting

6 Conclusions

Availability of data mining tools and growing supply of linguistic Web services offered non-expert users
new methods of combining resources and tools to perform their analytical tasks. In this respect our ap-
proach seems to go in line with requirements of the humanities, rarely interested in complex installation
or configuration of software.

The experimental setting could be improved in many ways, e.g. by including process branches de-
pending on Web service execution status (which can fail), adaptation of the setting to maximum request
size allowed by the server or application of sophisticated analytical mechanisms offered by RapidMiner.

Since the motivation of the attempt was to illustrate how linguistic processing for Polish can be in-
tegrated into a larger environment rather than optimize it for performance, there are obviously more
efficient methods for carrying out the same simple task, with components running locally and extraction

3Early filtering helps maintain the 10,000-row limit for the community version of Rapidminer.
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scripts implemented in expressive programming languages. Still, the setting offers a valuable playground
for non-technical researchers and might be used to raise their interest in further exploration of more ad-
vanced analytical tools.
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